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CELENIO by HARO
The unique wood floor
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Wood is a versatile natural material. With CELENIO by HARO we have 
created a material made of wood that harmonises exceptional foot warmth 
and the look of natural stone. From this material we can produce floor 
coverings that are astounding in every respect and open up a completely 
new era of floor design. 
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What if a floor had the stylish look of slate or sandstone, but was as warm 
and elastic as a noble parquet floor? Welcome to CELENIO by HARO – We 
have successfully created a floor that combines all of these features. The 
material Harolith has made it possible for us to create an entirely new 
interpretation of a wooden floor and to develop it into a unique floor 
covering that looks like stone. CELENIO playfully combines the cool look of 
stone with comfortable warmth. Test CELENIO yourself at your nearest 
HARO Partner. The feeling of seeing stone but seconds later feeling wood is 
hard to describe – it is something you need to experience! 

Your eyes tell you it’s stone …
… but your touch reveals that 
it is wood.
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Naturally 
CELENIO is made completely of 
wood. In contrast to floor coverings 
with layer superstructures, it is of 
particularly high quality.

Easy to clean 
As a wooden floor, CELENIO is very 
easy to clean with clean & green 
natural.

Incredibly warm to the touch 
Wood in a different form creates 
more comfort. 

Amazingly break-resistant 
CELENIO impresses with its high 
level of elasticity.

The wood floor with a 
difference – uniquely natural.
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Easy to install 
With Top Connect, probably the 
easiest installation system in the 
world.

CELENIO with Silent Pro 
Pleasant acoustics due to 
minimised impact and room 
sound.
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Ardesia
Onyx

The noble look of black slate and 
an authentically elegant surface 
texture give this CELENIO variant 
its harmonious appearance. 
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Atrium 
Anthrazit

The Atrium surface is the most 
natural and distinctive one in the 
CELENIO range. Its noticeable 
indentations and elevations in 
combination with the dark 
anthracite shade are reminiscent 
of freshly broken slate.
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Athos  
Achat

The Athos natural stone design 
appears varied, yet discreet. 
The Achat design brings 
vibrancy and powerful 
contours into spacious rooms. 
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Athos 
Concrete Grey

Concrete designs are increasingly 
being used for interior designs 
due to the deliberate cool they 
express. This attracts particular 
attention as a floor covering - 
especially in combination with 
the unexpected foot warmth of 
CELENIO. 
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Athos 
Polar Grey

This cool shade of grey is 
reminiscent of the diffuse light 
of the polar regions – the 
textured natural stone surface 
enhances the effect of this 
CELENIO variant.
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Athos 
Ferro

Metallic shine and coarse stone 
are the colour accents that 
make the Ferro style an 
eye-catcher. The visual effect 
is discreetly supported by the 
surface texture with its delicate 
relief. 
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Athos 
Savanna

Sandstone was the inspiration 
behind the development of 
the Savanna design. This 
CELENIO variant gives rooms 
the appearance of gentle 
sunshine and makes them 
appear brighter and more 
spacious. 
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Athos 
Sahara

The Athos design in the colour 
Sahara stands for a friendly, 
open living feeling – emphasised 
by the discreet texture with its 
pleasant feel.
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Installation on the wall
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The corresponding installation 
instructions as well as the 
respective installation video 
can be found at www.haro.com/

montage (product range 
Accessories) or directly via this 
QR code.

Purists also install CELENIO on the wall. There the natural, extravagant appearance is displayed to 
maximum effect. It is easy to install with the tried and tested installation system using clips and rails. 
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ARDESIA, ATRIUM, ATHOS

Dimensions: 6.5 x 350 x 703 mm
Top Connect with Silent Pro: 8.5 x 350 x 703 mm

Pack content: 10 pieces/pack = 2.46 m²
With Silent Pro: 7 pieces/pack = 1.72 m²

Pallet content: 39 packs/palette = 95.94 m²
With Silent Pro: 39 packs/pallet = 67.08 m²

Clips for stick-on skirtings
(pack includes 30 clips, screws, 
plugs and drilling template)

407 198

ARDESIA ONYX 406 977   

ATRIUM ANTHRAZIT 406 964   

ATHOS ACHAT 406 968   

ATHOS CONCRETE GREY 408 224   

ATHOS POLAR GREY 406 973   

ATHOS FERRO 406 972   

ATHOS SAVANNA 408 222   

ATHOS SAHARA 406 971   

ID no.

SKIRTINGS – 

WITH SYSTEM

Whether it matches the floor or creates a contrast – our 
range of skirtings provides the finishing touch for every 
taste. For more information about the sheer endless 
design possibilities, please contact your HARO dealer.

Range Overview

ARDESIA ONYX

Slate design single-colour

Item no. without Silent Pro 537 177
Item no. with Silent Pro 537 185

ATRIUM ANTHRAZIT

Slate design single-colour

Item no. without Silent Pro 537 178
Item no. with Silent Pro 537 187
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ATHOS ACHAT

Natural stone design multi-coloured

Item no. without Silent Pro 537 179
Item no. with Silent Pro 537 188

ATHOS CONCRETE GREY

Natural stone design multi-coloured

Item no. without Silent Pro 537 180
Item no. with Silent Pro 537 189

ATHOS POLAR GREY

Natural stone design multi-coloured

Item no. without Silent Pro 537 181
Item no. with Silent Pro 537 190

ATHOS FERRO

Natural stone design multi-coloured

Item no. without Silent Pro 537 182
Item no. with Silent Pro 537 191

ATHOS SAVANNA

Natural stone design multi-coloured

Item no. without Silent Pro 537 183
Item no. with Silent Pro 537 192

ATHOS SAHARA

Natural stone design multi-coloured

Item no. without Silent Pro 537 184
Item no. with Silent Pro 537 193



CELENIO is also particularly suitable for the design of your kitchen due to its break resistance 
and insensitivity to moisture. The low construction height also makes this exceptional floor ideal for 
renovations. CELENIO – A floor people will talk about! 

Installation

Angle in Press down DoneINSTALLATION SYSTEM

TOP RESULTS WITH TOP CONNECT 
 
Professional installation for 
everyone – easier and quicker 
than ever.  
Top Connect is probably the 
world's easiest installation system: 
it can be installed entirely without 
tools.

You can install your HARO quality 
floor in no time - if you move 
house, you can take it out again 
just as easily.

Very quick to install
High-precision system for  

 professional results
 Easy to put in, easy to take out
  Secure connections at the joints 
on the short and long sides

 Suitable for glue-down 
installation
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COMFORT WITH EVERY STEP 

 

 
An insulation underlay is generally 
recommended for all hard subfloors. 
It increases the floor's resilience, 
absorbs indoor and footfall sound, 
and evens out minor irregularities of 
the subfloor. 

Your neighbours will be especially pleased 
that your steps do not sound like thunder.

This is pleasant, as the sound 
level in the room is perceptibly 
minimised.

INDOOR 
SOUND 

REDUCTION 
30 %*

FOOTFALL 
SOUND  

REDUCTION 
18 DB**

*  Maximum individual values achieved in 
accordance with the EPLF Impact Hammer 
test (compared to reference floor)

** In accordance with DIN 140-8

Especially recommended:
The factory-laminated insulation 
layer

Excellent insulation against  
 footfall and room sound

The “forest floor effect”  
 is easy on joints and back

Insulation and installation in 
 a single step

Suitable for installation over  
 underfloor heating

Easy and clean to cut
Environmentally safe disposal  

 of cuttings in domestic waste

Insulation layer
Silent Pro
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For regular dry cleaning of HARO 
floor coverings, we recommend 
vacuum cleaners from Kärcher. For 
regular damp cleaning of the HARO 
floor coverings, we recommend the 
flat wet-mops Ultramat Klassik, 
WischMat extra or Premium 5 from 
Vileda.

clean & green 
natural

407 716

ID no.

Polishing cloth 
(10 pcs./bag)

403 139

Floor Cleaner Set 407 448

Cotton cover for  
floor cleaner set

407 449

®

Quick, easy and natural maintenance of all floors

Parquet Cleaner 'natural'

Eco floor care concentrate
For regular cleaning of 
all parquet surfaces and 
CELENIO.

Care

Floor care aqua shield

Durable refurbishing and  
maintenance of prefinished parquet 
and CELENIO.

We have developed the innovative clean & green floor care series for the sustainable care of HARO 
PARQUET. It makes it easier than ever to clean and maintain our floors and is completely safe and 
environmentally friendly. 
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Product variety
from HARO

In its diversity, wood is a fascinating material. We stand by our passion for 
wood and use its natural appeal, powerful ambience and diverse properties 
as the basis for stylish living with our products for the home. 

HARO PARQUET

Our Parquet Floors are made 
exclusively of the highest quality 
wood. With a HARO Parquet, you 
can lastingly enhance your rooms 
and enjoy the highest level of living 
comfort for many years to come. 

PARKETTMANUFAKTUR by HARO

What emerges here from masterful 
craftsmanship are floors that are 
unsurpassed when it comes to 
noblesse and uniqueness. With 
real workmanship, the most 
precious woods are processed into 
top class parquet floors.

HARO LAMINATE FLOOR

Laminate floors are made of up to 
90 percent wood. This means that 
the positive properties of real 
wood floors are combined with the 
technical benefits of artificially 
produced surfaces. 

INTERIOR

With HARO Interior you can also 
use the natural charisma of 
precious wood for wall design and 
panelling on the sides of the stairs. 
As a perfect eye-catcher, you will 
also find the "HARO Table" here. 

DISANO by HARO

DISANO is not only the perfect 
solution for modern and vibrant 
living. DISANO also creates a 100% 
healthy living environment and is 
produced without the use of any 
plasticisers or other environmentally 
hazardous substances. 

CORK FLOORS

For decades, cork flooring 
was found almost exclusively in 
children's rooms and day care 
centres. This was owed to its 
underfoot warmth and soft surface. 
We have made it attractive as 
a real alternative for stylish living.
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Company management in 
the fourth and fifth generations:
Peter Hamberger and  
Dr. Peter M. Hamberger

The Company

As a family-owned company that produces in Germany and is regarded as an 
innovation driver in the industry, we have been engaged in the professional 
processing of wood for over 150 years. We are committed to sustainability 
and innovation in all our actions. This has not only made us Germany's 
leading parquet manufacturer: The expertise in wood and the instinct for 
the demands of the market lay the foundation for new developments that 
revolutionise the market, enriching healthy living and elegant interior 
designs with new trends. CELENIO by HARO is a good example: With the 
development of Harolith, we have succeeded in creating a symbiosis of the 
look of natural stone and the feel of wood. Your eyes tell you that it is stone – 
your touch reveals that it is wood. With CELENIO by HARO you bring a 
completely new aesthetic into your living spaces and at the same time 
experience a floor covering that sets standards in terms of resistance, warmth 
and puristic appearance. The unique wood floor from the parquet specialist.



As always, the standard corporate page
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Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 10 03 53, 83003 Rosenheim, Germany, Phone +49 8031 700-0, Fax +49 8031 700-600, E-Mail info@haro.com
www.haro.com
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